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Background: Catheter ablation is routinely used in treating arrhythmias. Current mapping systems lack the ability to give any real time feedback
of tissue changes as it is being ablated. This leads to gaps in lesion sets and recurrence of arrhythmias.
Methods: A pig model was used for this study (n=3). Two ablation lesions were made in the right atrium in the electrophysiology (EP) lab using
fluoroscopy. Animal was transferred to the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner. Gadolinium delayed enhancement image was acquired to
identify the ablation lesions and visualize the gap between them. While in the MRI scanner the gap area was ablated using MRI compatible catheters
and real time catheter guidance. Delayed enhancement image was repeated to confirm the ablation of the gap area.
Results: Panel A is a delayed enhancement coronal image showing the two lesions and the gap in between. Lesions indicated by green and white
arrowheads were made in the EP lab using fluoroscopy. Panel B shows the real time MRI catheter guidance screen shot showing the lesions made
in the EP lab and the MRI compatible catheter. Panel C is a delayed enhancement coronal image after ablation confirming the ablation of the gap
area. Yellow arrowhead indicates the lesion made in the MRI scanner. Panel D is gross pathology showing the two lesions made in the EP lab with the
gap ablated in the MRI.
Conclusion: Real time MRI can be used to identify gaps in ablation lesion sets in the atrium and target them acutely, potentially leading to
improvement in outcome.

